1 before statistical analysis. Generally, researchers create ad hoc preprocessing workflows for 2 each new dataset, building upon a large inventory of tools available for each step. The 3 complexity of these workflows has snowballed with rapid advances in MR data acquisition and 4 image processing techniques. We introduce fMRIPrep, an analysis-agnostic tool that 5 addresses the challenge of robust and reproducible preprocessing for task-based and resting 6 fMRI data. FMRIPrep automatically adapts a best-in-breed workflow to the idiosyncrasies of 7 virtually any dataset, ensuring high-quality preprocessing with no manual intervention. By 8 introducing visual assessment checkpoints into an iterative integration framework for 9 software-testing, we show that fMRIPrep robustly produces high-quality results on a diverse 10 fMRI data collection comprising participants from 54 different studies in the OpenfMRI 11 repository. We review the distinctive features of fMRIPrep in a qualitative comparison to other 12 preprocessing workflows. We demonstrate that fMRIPrep achieves higher spatial accuracy as 13 it introduces less uncontrolled spatial smoothness than one commonly used preprocessing 14 tool. FMRIPrep has the potential to transform fMRI research by equipping neuroscientists with 15 a high-quality, robust, easy-to-use and transparent preprocessing workflow which can help 16 ensure the validity of inference and the interpretability of their results. 17 Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) is a commonly used technique to map human brain 18 activity 1 . However, the blood-oxygen-level dependent (BOLD) signal measured by fMRI is typically 19 mixed with many non-neural sources of variability 2 . Preprocessing identifies the nuisance sources and 20 reduces their effect on the data 3 . Other major preprocessing steps 4 deal with particular imaging arti-21 facts and the anatomical location of signals. For instance, slice-timing 5 correction (STC), head-motion 22 correction (HMC), and susceptibility distortion correction (SDC) address particular artifacts; while co-23 registration, and spatial normalization are concerned with signal location (see Online Methods, sec.
Skull-stripping
Atlas-based brain extraction is performed on the reference T1w image Spatial normalization Non-linear, spatial alignment to the brain atlas Brain tissue segmentation The brain-extracted image is classified into CSF, GM 
T1-weighted
One or more (e.g. in longitudinal studies) T1w images Figure 1 . FMRIPrep is a fMRI preprocessing tool that adapts to the input dataset. Leveraging the Brain Imaging Data Structure (BIDS 24 ), the software self-adjusts automatically, configuring the optimal workflow for the given input dataset. Thus, no manual intervention is required to locate the required inputs (one T1-weighted image and one BOLD series), read acquisition parameters (such as the repetition time -TR-and the slice acquisition-times) or find additional acquisitions intended for specific preprocessing steps (like field maps and other alternatives for the estimation of the susceptibility distortion). Outputs are easy to navigate due to compliance with the BIDS Extension Proposal for derived data (see Online Methods, Figure S4 ). 78 The foundation of fMRIPrep is presented in Figure 1 . The workflow is composed by sub-workflows 79 that are dynamically assembled into different configurations depending on the input data. These build- 80 ing blocks combine tools from widely-used, open-source neuroimaging packages (see Table 1 for a sum-81 mary). Nipype 25 is used to stage the workflows and to deal with execution details (such as resource 82 management). As presented in Figure 1 , the workflow comprises two major blocks, separated into 83 anatomical and functional MRI processing streams.
A modular design allows for a flexible, adaptive workflow

84
Automatically understanding the input dataset. The Brain Imaging Data Structure (BIDS 24 ) allows 85 fMRIPrep to precisely identify the structure of the input data and gather all the available metadata (e.g. 86 imaging parameters). FMRIPrep reliably adapts to dataset irregularities such as missing acquisitions or 87 runs through a set of heuristics. For instance, if only one participant of a sample lacks field-mapping 88 acquisitions, fMRIPrep will by-pass the correction step for that one participant. that this approach outperforms other common approaches, which is consistent with previous reports 22 . 94 When several T1w volumes are found, the INU-corrected versions are first fused into a reference T1w 95 map of the subject with mri_robust_template 29 (FreeSurfer). Brain surfaces are reconstructed from 96 the subject's T1w reference (and T2-weighted images if available) using recon-all 30 (FreeSurfer). The 97 brain mask estimated previously is refined with a custom variation of a method (originally introduced in is calculated for each functional run, using the implementation in Nipype. DVARS are also calculated 148 using Nipype. Three global signals are extracted within the CSF, the WM, and the whole-brain masks us-149 ing Nilearn 16 . If ICA-AROMA 11 is requested, the "aggressive" noise-regressors are collected and placed 150 within the corresponding confounds files. In addition, a "non-aggressive" version of preprocessed data 151 is also provided since this variant of ICA-AROMA denoising cannot be performed using only nuisance 152 regressors.
89
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Visual reports ease quality control and maximize transparency 154 Users can assess the quality of preprocessing with an individual report generated per participant. Table 2 ). Included participants were manually selected for their low quality as visually assessed by 231 two experts using MRIQC 105 (the assessment protocol is further described in in Online Methods, sec. up to 54 datasets from OpenfMRI (see Table 2 ). Participants were selected randomly as described in 237 Online Methods, sec. Evaluation of fMRIPrep. Validation Phase II integrated a protocol for the screening 238 of results into the software testing (Figure 3) . As shown in Figure 4 , this effectively contributed to 239 substantive improvements on the quality of results. Three raters (authors CJM, KJG and OE) evaluated 240 the 213 visual reports at six quality control points throughout the pipeline, and also assigned an overall 241 score to each participant. Their ratings are made available with the corresponding reports for scrutiny.
242
The scoring scale has three levels: 1 ("poor"), 2 ("acceptable") and 3 ("excellent"). A special rating of 0 243 ("unusable") is assigned to critical failures that hamper any further processing beyond the quality control 244 checkpoint. After Phase II, 50 datasets out of the total 54 were rated above the "acceptable" average 245 quality level. The remaining 4 datasets were all above the "poor" level and in or nearby the "acceptable" FMRIPrep improves spatial precision through reduced smoothing 250 We investigate whether the focus on robustness against data irregularity comes at a cost in quality 251 of the preprocessing outcomes by comparing it to the commonly used FSL feat workflow. Using all 252 the scans of the "stopsignal" task in DS000030 (N=257 participants) from OpenfMRI, we ran fMRIPrep 253 and a standard feat workflow. We chose feat because DS000030 had successfully been preprocessed 254 and analyzed with FSL tools previously 55 . Smoothing is intentionally excluded from both preprocessing 255 routes with the aim to apply it early within a common (identical) analysis workflow. We calculated 256 standard deviation maps in MNI space 106 for the temporal average map of the "stopsignal" task derived We complement well-established techniques for software integration testing with manual assessment of the outputs. The evaluation framework is designed with two subsequent testing phases. Phase I focuses on fault-discovery and visual reports are used to better understand the issues found. The top box (Example fix 1) shows an example of defect identified and solved during this testing cycle. After addressing a total of 21 issues affecting 7 datasets, and the release of fMRIPrep version 1.0.0, the next testing stage is initiated. Phase II focuses on increasing the overall quality of results as evaluated visually by experts. Following an inspection protocol, reports from 213 participants belonging to 58 different studies were individually assessed. We found 12 additional issues affecting 11 datasets that have been addressed with the release of fMRIPrep version 1.0.3 on January 3, 2018. The bottom box (Example fix 2) illustrates one of these issues, which produced errors in the brain extraction process from BOLD data. In an early assessment of quality using fMRIPrep version 1.0.0, the overall rating of two datasets was below the "poor" category and four below the "acceptable" level (left column of colored circles). After addressing some outstanding issues detected by the early assessment, the overall quality of processing is substantially improved (right column of circles), and no datasets are below the "poor" quality level. Only two datasets are rated below the "acceptable" level in the second assessment (using fMRIPrep version 1.0.7).
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a higher anatomical accuracy of fMRIPrep over feat, likely reflecting the combined effects of a more 259 precise spatial normalization scheme and the application of "fieldmap-less" SDC. We also compared preprocessing done with fMRIPrep and FSL's feat in two common fMRI analyses.
264
First, we performed within subject statistical analysis using feat -the same tool provides preprocessing 265 and first-level analysis-on both sets of preprocessed data. Second, we perform a group statistical analy-266 sis using ordinary least squares (OLS) mixed modeling (flame 107 , FSL). In both experiments, we applied 267 identical analysis workflows and settings to both preprocessing alternatives. Using AFNI's 3dFWHMx, we 268 estimated the smoothness of data right after preprocessing (unsmoothed), and after an initial smooth-269 ing step of 5.0mm (full-width half-minimum, FWHM) of the common analysis workflow. As visually 270 suggested by Figure 5 , we indeed found that feat produces smoother data (Figure 6A) . Although pre-271 processed data were resampled to an isotropic voxel size of 2.0×2.0×2.0 [mm], the smoothness estima-272 tion (before the prescribed smoothing step) for fMRIPrep was below 4.0mm, very close to the original 273 resolution of 3.0×3.0×4.0 [mm] of these data. The first-level analysis showed that the thresholded ac-274 tivation count maps for the go vs. successful stop contrast in the "stopsignal" task were very similar 275 (Figure 6B) . It can be seen that the results from both pipelines identified activation in the same regions.
276
However, since data preprocessed with feat are smoother, the results from fMRIPrep are more local and 277 better aligned with the cortical sheet.
278
To investigate the implications of either pipeline on the group analysis use-case, we run the same 279 OLS modeling on two disjoint subsets of randomly selected subjects. We calculate several metrics of 280 spatial agreement on the resulting maps of (uncorrected) -statistical values, and also after binarizing 281 these maps with a threshold chosen to control for the false discovery rate at 5%. The overlap of statistical 282 maps, as well as Pearson's correlation, were tightly related to the smoothing of the input data. In Online 283 Methods, sec. Comparison to FSL feat we report the group-level analysis in full. We ran two variants of We preprocessed DS000030 (N=257) with fMRIPrep and FSL feat. This figure shows greater between-subject variability of the averaged BOLD series obtained with feat, in MNI space. The top box of the panel shows these maps at different axial planes of the image grid, with reference contours from the MNI atlas. The map summarizing feat-derived results displays greater variability outside the brain mask delineated with the black contour. This effect is generally associated with a lower performance of spatial normalization 106 . The histogram at the right side plots the normalized frequency of variability (arbitrary units) for both maps, within the brain mask. The distribution corresponding to FSL feat shows a heavier tail. See Online Methods, Figure S7 for close-ups into regions affected by susceptibility-derived distortions. feat Figure 6 . A | Estimating the spatial smoothness of data before and after the initial smoothing step of the analysis workflow confirmed that results of preprocessing with feat are intrinsically smoother. Therefore, fMRIPrep allows the researcher for a finer control over the smoothness of their analysis. B | Thresholded activation count maps for the go vs. successful stop contrast in the "stopsignal" task after preprocessing using either fMRIPrep or FSL's feat, with identical single subject statistical modeling. Both tools obtained similar activation maps, with fMRIPrep results being slightly better aligned with the underlying anatomy.
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the analysis: with a prescribed smoothing of 5.0mm FWHM, and without smoothing step. These results 285 showed that, at the group-level analysis, fMRIPrep and feat perform equivalently.
286
DISCUSSION
FMRIPrep is a fMRI preprocessing workflow developed to excel at four aspects of scientific software: (briefly summarized in Figure 1) integrates state-of-art tools from widely used neuroimaging software 292 packages at each preprocessing step (see Table 1 ). Some other relevant facets of fMRIPrep and how 293 they relate to existing alternative pipelines are presented in sec. Highlights of fMRIPrep within the neu-294 roimaging context. To note some, the analysis-agnostic nature of the tool, or the uniqueness of the 295 "fieldmap-less" SDC method. We highlight that fMRIPrep is developed with the best software engineer- 296 ing principles, which are fundamental to ensure software reliability. The pipeline is easy to use for 297 researchers and clinicians without extensive computer engineering experience, and produces compre-298 hensive visual reports (Figure 2) . These automated reports exemplify the "glass-box" principle, which 299 requires that software allows scientists to understand how it works internally. This is in contrast to 300 typical "black-box" applications that perform valuable services without providing a way to understand 301 how the tool has transformed their data into the desired output. These reports maximize transparency 302 by allowing scientists to critically inspect and better understand the underlying mechanisms of their 303 preprocessing. 304 We demonstrate the robustness of fMRIPrep on a data collection from datasets associated with differ-305 ent studies (Table 2) , representing the variety of input data in the field (sec. FMRIPrep yields high-quality 306 results on a diverse set of input data). We then interrogate the quality of those results with the individual 307 inspection of the corresponding visual reports by experts (sec. Visual reports ease quality control and 308 maximize transparency and the corresponding summary in Figure 4) . A comparison to FSL's feat (sec.
309
FMRIPrep improves spatial precision through reduced smoothing) demonstrates that fMRIPrep achieves 310 higher spatial accuracy and introduces less uncontrolled smoothness (Figures 5, 6) . Group -statistical 311 maps only differed on their smoothness (sharper for the case of fMRIPrep). The fact that first-level and 312 second-level analyses resulted in small differences between fMRIPrep and our ad hoc implementation of 313 a feat-based workflow indicates that the individual preprocessing steps perform similarly when they are 314 fine-tuned to the input data. That justifies the need for fMRIPrep, which autonomously adapts the work-315 flow to the data without error-prone manual intervention. To a limited extent, that also mitigates some 316 concerns and theoretical risks arisen from the analytical degrees-of-freedom 19 available to researchers.
317
FMRIPrep stands out amongst pipelines because it automates the adaptation to the input dataset without 318 compromising the quality of results.
319
One limitation of this work is the use of visual (the reports) and semi-visual (e.g. Figure 5 and 320 Figure 6 ) assessments for the quality of preprocessing outcomes. Although some frameworks have been 321 proposed for the quantitative evaluation of preprocessing on task-based (such as NPAIRS 108 ) and resting-322 state 109 fMRI, they impose a set of assumptions on the test data and the workflow being assessed that 323 severely limit their suitability. The modular design of fMRIPrep defines an interface to each processing 324 step, which will permit the programmatic evaluation of the many possible combinations of software 325 tools and processing steps. That will also enable the use of quantitative testing frameworks to pursue 326 the minimization of Type I errors without the cost of increasing Type II errors. Field-map acquisition available?
"Fieldmap-less" correction enabled?
"PE-Polar" SDC
A highly constrained nonlinear registration process is used to map images with opposing realizations of distortion in an intermediate, undistorted reference.
Direct field map estimation
Certain MR schemes allow for the estimation of a field inhomogeneity map, that can then be used to calculate the displacement along the PE each voxel has suffered.
"Fieldmap-less" SDC
The T1w image can be used as "anatomically unwarped" reference. The intensities of the T1w image are inverted to maximize the similarity to the T2* contrast of BOLD images.
Additional acquisitions
Extra acquisitions are generally included within the imaging protocol to inform the susceptibility distortion correction (SDC) process.
Original BOLD image BOLD data acquired with EPI schemes typically present nonlinear distortions along the phase-encoding (PE) axis.
Yes Yes
Low-frequency distortion
SDC compensates for the small displacements across the brain caused by the low-frequency component of the map of field inhomogeneity
Drop-out
Regions where higher frequency components of the field map are present are not, generally, recoverable. As a result, signal is lost and a considerable amount of distortion may remain.
